
F35 R²
 



Stylish, comfortable and
folding power wheelchair
The F35R² has multiple features to provide

maximum comfort and accessibility in your life.

50ah batteries combined with powerful motors

offer enhanced range and performance.

F35 R²
Compact folding wheelchair with great 
portability and increased range



Easily Transportable

Available options
■ Kerb climber

■  Attendant control only

■ Dual control (user and attendant)

■  Chin control 

 

■ Elevating footrest

■ Reclining backrest

■  Solid rear and front wheels

After removing the battery boxes and detaching the backrest by using a simple

lever design, the chair can be folded to assist in transportation and storage. 

The anti-tip tubes are also detachable and make the chair compact to stow away
in the boot of the car.

Reclining backrest 

Compact folding and easy to transport after
removing the battery boxes and the
backrest.

The F35R² is tailored to adapt to the needs of each user. The armrests provide a width adjustment of 4,5 cm each side.

This allows the standard seat width to have 9 cm of adjustment to a possible seat width of 52 cm. Height adjustment is achieved

using a simple lever mechanism.

Tailored power chair 

Width adjustable armrests,
allow adjustment up to 52 cm

The footrests can swing in
and out

The footrests are detachable and can swing either inwards or outwards. Thanks to this

feature, the length of the chair can be altered without removing the footrest prior to entering

small spaces such as lifts.

Seat cushion is included to give more comfort.

Go everywhere...

Parallel swing-away control box. 

Ergonomic designed armest 

Height adjustable armrests,
ensure maximum comfort

Colour range

   Blue             Gold                               Summer red



Sunrise Medical S.L 
Polígono Bakiola, 41 
48498 Arrankudiaga 
Vizcaya, España

Tel: 902 14 24 34  
Fax: 94 648 15 75

www.SunriseMedical.es

Compact folding wheelchair with great 
portability and increased range

Technical specifications

For further information on the full specification, options and accessories, please refer to the order form.
All information is subject to change without notification. Please consult Sunrise Medical with any queries you may have.
If you are visually impaired, this document can be viewed in PDF format at www.SunriseMedical.com or alternatively is available on request in large text
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Overall width folded:                    33,5cm

Turning circle:  60 cm

Max Slope:   10º (18%)

Batteries:  50 Amp

Charger:       8 Ah

Frame colour:                Blue, gold and summer red

Max. user weight:  120 kg 

Seat width:  43 cm (can be increased up to 52cm with the armrest)

Seat depth:  43 cm

Backrest height:   42,5 cm

Height seat to floor:  50 cm

Overall width:    60 cm

Overall length:     105 cm

Overall length without footrest:  86 cm (max)

F35 R²


